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ABSTRACT

Indigenous women disproportionately suffer from domestic violence more than any other race, in both Canada and the United States. Tribes residing in Canada and the United States are under differing legal systems. Due to this variation in legal systems, I studied the process by which decisions to prosecute are made and the process of those prosecutions, in order to assess whether these processes are likely to have relatively good outcomes for victims. Two tribal communities that are members of the Blackfoot Confederacy, the Bloods Reserve of Canada and the Blackfeet Reservation of Montana, served as my case studies because of their similar cultural background and the fact that they are under distinct federal authorities. I utilized literature on the restorative and retributive justice paradigms to categorize the procedures conducted on each side of the border. I conducted interviews with professionals, who work with indigenous victims on each side of the border, including advocates, tribal and federal prosecutors, and tribal police. I find that Canadian jurisdiction employs more restorative procedures, than the United States, although both sides utilize some aspects of both justice paradigms.
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The Experience of Victims and Why Their Perspectives Matter

Earlier in my life, my mother owned a local convenience store. Since her business occupied most of her time, she needed someone to watch me. So, she recruited my brother’s first wife as a babysitter during the summers, when I was not at school. My sister-in-law is of Hispanic and Apache descent. I spent my day playing with my niece and sometimes helping my sister-in-law with chores. She would also teach me Spanish words and phrases. When my brother would return home from work, he would often beat her. The beatings were for different reasons each time. Either she did not clean the house to his satisfaction or she did not cook a dinner and so forth. One time he beat her so badly that she had to get stitches in her cheek and braces in her mouth. On another hot dry summer day she escaped with us children out to the dirt canyon road. We walked the three-mile stretch to my mother’s convenience store, with my baby nephew in her arms and me on her side holding hands with my niece. I was six years old at the time. Not being a tribal member, our tribe consequently ostracized her from the community and her ability to access resources to combat such abuse. She eventually divorced him and escaped for the last time. I know similar stories to her’s, including my own experiences with my first boyfriend, who is a member of my tribe. I fortunately left the relationship before the situation escalated from verbal and emotional threats to physical trauma.

Indigenous women disproportionately suffer from domestic violence more than any other race, in both Canada and the United States.¹ There are several theories on why

these rates are so high. Burnette & Canon claim it is because violence is often a reoccurring cycle tolerated by tribal communities.\textsuperscript{2} Although Dickson-Gilmore notes the contribution that familial and community violence plays in such rates, she disagrees with the idea that the community tolerates such behavior. Instead, she argues that tribal communities do not have the capacity to mitigate such concerns and need to focus their interests onto other more important issues.\textsuperscript{3} Brownridge suggests that there are several factors contributing to this epidemic including socio-economic status and substance abuse.\textsuperscript{4} Another prominent theory is that of colonization. Baker claims current violence can be attributed to the lasting impacts of historical trauma, which resulted in the loss of matriarchal systems within tribal communities.\textsuperscript{5}

In both Canada and the United States, feminist movements in the 1970s and 1980s placed political pressure on the need for reforms in domestic violence litigation.\textsuperscript{6} As Johnson points out, “the inadequate legal responses to domestic violence incidents created the need for support and defense of women who were abused by intimate


\textsuperscript{5} Joanne Baker, “Gender, Sovereignty, Rights: Native Women’s Activism against Social Inequality and Violence in Canada,” \textit{American Quarterly} 60 (Jun. 2008): 262. In this work, Baker acknowledges that many North American tribal societies were originally based on matriarchal hierarchies. For more on this subject also see Hilary N. Weaver, “The Colonial Context of Violence: Reflections on Violence in the Lives of Native American Women,” \textit{Journal of Interpersonal Violence} 24 (2009): 1552-1563.

partners.” Feminist groups intended the new laws to focus on the voice of the victim, but their intentions fell short because the best available option at that time was to allow the state more control in the process than victims. This state control was manifested through the adoption of mandatory arrest policies. Although, these reforms were critical for laying the current foundation of domestic violence law, the lack of victims’ voices in the process is disconcerting. These factors are important to acknowledge in order to understand the general magnitude of the domestic violence problem among tribal communities within Canada and the United States.

Tribes residing in Canada and the United States are under differing legal systems. The Canadian judicial system, unlike the United States, is nationalized and tribes have historically been prohibited from establishing their own courts. Therefore, tribes are under the jurisdiction of Canadian courts. Tribes in Canada depend less on court actions than tribes in the United States, “Since 1982, the Canadian courts have played a central role in defining Aboriginal and treaty rights but have encouraged political solutions instead of legal actions.”

In the United States, tribes have their own courts. However, Brock warns that indigenous communities in Canada ought not to weigh the court system of the United States too highly, for two reasons: United States tribal jurisdiction only

---

applies to indigenous peoples recognized by the federal government, and the United States court system has been gradually restricting tribal court jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{12} Tribal jurisdiction in United States is more complex than in Canada.\textsuperscript{13}

Disputes between tribal and state authority, in the United States, have resulted in judicial law regulating tribal sovereignty in court cases. As Washburn notes, “one key difference between serious offense in urban communities and felonies on Indian reservations is the government charged with addressing it.”\textsuperscript{14} United States tribes have jurisdiction over misdemeanor crimes.\textsuperscript{15} Thus, domestic violence cases, in the United States, are typically under tribal jurisdiction unless they fit the criteria of the Major Crimes Act, “… murder, manslaughter, rape, assault with intent to kill, arson, burglary and larceny.”\textsuperscript{16} Before the implementation of the reauthorization of VAWA, the Violence against Women Act, the United States also held control over criminal cases against women when the defendant was non-Indian.\textsuperscript{17} \textsuperscript{18}


\textsuperscript{13} For more information on how the two systems differ see Laura E. Evans, “Tribal-State Relations in the Anglosphere,” \textit{Annual Review of Political Science} 17 (2014): 273-289.


Thus, there is variation in the kind of legal system that will accommodate and prosecute domestic violence cases regarding indigenous women.\textsuperscript{19} Due to the variation in legal systems, I studied the process by which decisions to prosecute are made and the process of those prosecutions, in order to assess whether these processes are likely to have relatively good outcomes for victims. Two tribal communities that are members of the Blackfoot Confederacy, the Bloods Reserve of Canada and the Blackfeet Reservation of Montana, served as my case studies because of their similar cultural background and the fact that they are under distinct federal authorities.\textsuperscript{20} I utilized literature on the restorative and retributive justice paradigms to categorize the procedures conducted on each side of the border. I conducted interviews with professionals, who work with indigenous victims on each side of the border, including advocates, tribal and federal prosecutors, and tribal police. Please see the appendices for my research methodology and interview questionnaire. I find that Canadian jurisdiction employs more restorative procedures than the United States, although both sides utilize some aspects of both justice paradigms.

This paper is split into three sections. First, I discuss the scholarly debates on the perceived benefits and problems of utilizing either retributive or restorative models of justice. Second, I compare the various domestic violence laws of the Blackfeet Reservation, Canadian, and American justice systems. Finally, I analyze interviews with

\textsuperscript{19} It is important to note that there are several term usages for North American tribes including: First Nations, First Peoples, Aboriginals, Native Americans, American Indians, and so forth. This research will utilize the term indigenous to refer to the general population and the specific tribal name for each case study. Indigenous is preferred for the purposes of this study, because it is a term used within both national borders. The use of the specific tribal name is to ensure no confusion with each case. Canada and United States have different policies that establish criteria for what constitutes an indigenous person.

tribal and district attorneys, advocates, and tribal police, in order to understand the processes within both systems. The framework for this analysis follows from the literature on restorative and retributive justice. Interviewees were recruited from professionals who have experience with domestic violence cases committed on the Blackfeet Reservation, with headquarters in Browning, Montana and on the Bloods Reserve in Southern Alberta, from the years 2010 onward. The year 2010 was chosen because it is three years before the United States’ Reauthorization of VAWA, which brought new laws on tribal capacity to review and rule on domestic violence cases involving accused non-tribal members.21 Although there is no equivalent to VAWA in Canada, it is still relevant to look at the timeline before and after reauthorization because of this historic expansion of tribal jurisprudence.22

**Literature on Justice Paradigms**

To better understand the various processes that a justice system may utilize it is necessary to identify the various debates regarding differing justice paradigms.23 Debates often focus on the question of which procedures are best in providing victims justice. The literature finds two distinct paradigms of justice: restorative and retributive. Essentially,

---


23 Note: This study will utilize female pronouns to describe the victim. Although, men also suffer from domestic violence, this study’s focus is on domestic violence experienced by indigenous women. For more on indigenous men suffering from violence see Douglas A. Brownridge, “Intimate Partner Violence against Aboriginal Men in Canada,” *Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology* 43, no. 2 (2010): 223-237.
as Gromet explains, these two paradigms are shaped by people’s personal convictions on what justice entails:

whereas some people will consistently react to victims with feelings of sympathy and a belief that repairing the harm will provide the best way to make the victim feel better about what happened to them (a restorative justice approach), others will respond to victims with feelings of moral outrage about the harm caused to them and a belief that pursuing the punishment of the offender is the best means to restore victims (a retributive justice approach).\textsuperscript{24}

Retributive justice focuses on assuring that just punishment is served to perpetrators.\textsuperscript{25} As Melton describes, “punishment is used to appease the victim, to satisfy society’s desire for revenge, and to reconcile the offender to the community by paying a debt to society.”\textsuperscript{26} Gromet claims that people find revenge to be “psychologically satisfying,”\textsuperscript{27} and for that reason some victims may prefer the retributive process. Another reason why victims may prefer punishment over reconciliation is the brief interval punishment provides. Victims want their families and themselves to be safe from violence and sending their abusers to jail may be the best way to make sure that happens.\textsuperscript{28} However, criticism of the retributive approach suggests that it may lack victim voice:

Even though they are the ones who have been most directly harmed and wronged by the crimes, their concerns and needs receive little attention in the criminal justice system by design (as the state becomes the adversary against the offender). The procedures do not allow for victims to have a voice in their own justice

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{27} Dena M. Gromet, “Restoring the Victim: Emotional Reactions, Justice Beliefs, and Support for Reparation and Punishment,” 11.
\textsuperscript{28} Anne McGillivray and Brenda Comaskey, \textit{Black eyes all of the time: Intimate Violence, Aboriginal Women, and the Justice System}, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999), 21.
\end{flushright}
proceedings, and the outcomes of these proceedings are evaluated with regard to offender and societal level concerns (e.g., recidivism).  

Whereas retributive justice seeks to establish victim revenge, the restorative justice paradigm emphasizes reconciliation between victims and perpetrators: “Its distinctive feature is the promotion of restorative outcomes, such as reparation for harm, re-establishing relationships, healing of victims, and reintegration of offenders into the community.”

Gromet claims victims experience more satisfaction with this approach. Nancrow found that indigenous women in Australia perceived the restorative approach as more threatening to the perpetrator than the criminal justice approach because he would have to face the ridicule of the entire community. Melton suggests that this paradigm gives victims more autonomy over their cases:

The victim may speak on his or her own behalf, and the family may assist in conveying the victim’s issues. Extended family members often serve as spokespersons if the victim is very young or vulnerable. Similarly, a spokesperson may be designated to speak on behalf of the accused, especially if the accused is a juvenile or if other circumstances prevent the accused from speaking.

Although some may argue restorative justice offers victims more autonomy, there are several concerns regarding victims that this paradigm does not address. Balfour notes that studies have repeatedly found that women want to be safe, and perpetrators going to jail is the best way to assure that happens. Therefore, safety may be a priority to victims.

---

rather than the benefits of possible reconciliation with perpetrators. Adding to the concerns, Dickson-Gilmore acknowledges how hard it is for victims to truly forgive accusers in the case of domestic abuse, since “…the nature of this crime, which is epidemic in Aboriginal communities, renders it uniquely resistant to restorative processes that rely on trust, apology, and meaningful communication.” The restorative justice approach has the potential to pressure victims into appeasing perpetrators way too soon.

Stubbs concludes that the current framework of restorative justice is not enough to appease gendered violence. In fact to be most effective both restorative and criminal justice systems would need to be mixed and offer victims alternative support, rather than mere reconciliation. Indeed, Nancrow’s study comparing the perspectives of indigenous and non-indigenous Australian women showed that indigenous victims often perceived restorative justice as a possible solution to crime, except in the cases of “domestic homicide, serious assaults, and sexual abuse of children by adults,” due to their sensitive nature.

Canada and the United States have both implemented mandatory arrest policies that requires arrest by police officers whenever there is an allegation of domestic abuse.

---

38 Stubbs, “Relations of Domination and Subordination,” 985-986.
These laws were created mainly on account of the original lack of response by police; “The surge of ‘civil’ action lawsuits arguing that the legal intervention approach used by police officers failed to provide women with equal protection of the law led to the implementation of mandatory and pro-arrest policies.”\textsuperscript{41} However, victims are less likely to report cases of abuse because of such policies.\textsuperscript{42} One reason victims may not report abuse is that perpetrators are often the main source of family income, so when they are punished for their violent actions, the family suffers.\textsuperscript{43} As Bailey notes, “a domestic violence victim faces a fifty percent chance that her standard of living will drop below the poverty line when she chooses to leave her batterer.”\textsuperscript{44}

Other concerns arise with the implementation of mandatory arrest policies, where victims may consider not calling because of fear that their partner may be arrested.\textsuperscript{45} Indeed, Johnson notes in her study that half of victims would call police if the response guaranteed no arrest and a stop to the violence.\textsuperscript{46} Indigenous women may even be less likely to call the police. As Johnson describes, “Some women of color resist mandatory arrest policies because of their perception that such arrests would lead to an expansion of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{42} Enrique Gracia, “Unreported Cases of Domestic Violence against Women: Towards an Epidemiology of Social Science, Tolerance, and Inhibition,” \textit{Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health} 58, no. 7 (2004): 536.
\item \textsuperscript{44} Kimberly D. Bailey, “Lost in Translation: Domestic Violence, ‘the Personal is Political,’ and the Criminal Justice System,” 11.
\item \textsuperscript{46} Ida M. Johnson, “Victims’ Perceptions of Police Response to Domestic Violence Incidents,” 505.
\end{itemize}
state control of minority males and poor people.”

Nancrow also observes in her study that indigenous Australian women perceived state control as having a negative effect to indigenous communities through the splitting of families and escalation of violence.

Although each justice paradigm comes with its own weaknesses and strengths, what may really matter is how victims respond to the process. Anderson and Otto found in their research in the United States and the Netherlands that people showed a clear preference for their justice systems. Gromet also concluded that “whether people favor a restorative or retributive approach (or both) to dealing with victim concerns is likely to be determined by whether these approaches reflect their beliefs about how justice can be achieved.” Thus, these studies suggest that the personal beliefs and feelings held by victims during and after the process dictate which justice approach victims will prefer.

In sum, there are clear benefits and problems with each justice paradigm. The retributive approach may satisfy feelings of vengeance and concerns for safety by victims, but it also does not offer an avenue for victim voice to be heard throughout the court process. Whether that victim voice includes charges being dropped or harsh sentences when the victim asks, it is unclear whether any system can fully account for the preferences of victims. The restorative justice approach, on the other hand, focuses on reconciling what happened by providing a forum for the victim and perpetrator to address each other on the issue. However, victims may not be ready to participate in restorative

---


procedures, because of the severe nature of the crime and the fact that such a process requires some forgiveness of the perpetrator. The following section focuses on the specific justice structures implemented in the United States and Canada regarding tribal communities.

**Tribal Involvement in Justice Systems**

**Canada**

The Canadian government has sole jurisdiction over the prosecution of crimes committed within tribal communities.\(^{51}\) Therefore, tribal communities have little say in the criminal process. The Canadian justice system, as in the United States, is adversarial and traditionally does not have restorative justice procedures.\(^{52}\) These circumstances have a tendency to lead to certain consequences for indigenous communities. Since they are unable to try their own cases, they are also unable to provide culturally sensitive sentences to offenders. However, the Canadian court system has recognized this concern and has tried to alleviate it with the option that judges can now offer alternative procedures like sentencing circles.\(^{53}\) Rashmi Goel describes sentencing circles as a contemporary form of healing circles, where members from the accused and victim’s community participate by offering advice towards sentencing and all are supposedly


equal in power status while sitting in a circle format.\textsuperscript{54} In addition, the Peacemakers Program on the Blood Reserve was implemented in 2008 by the Canadian government in order to form alternative justice procedures that focus on reconciliation between perpetrators and community. This program also offers perpetrators and victims counseling services.\textsuperscript{55}

Sentencing circles are now a viable alternative to traditional Canadian sentencing hearings. Feminist scholars, reported in this study, have several criticisms of the use of sentencing circles concerning victim voice and autonomy. Indeed, most would agree that sentencing circles disregard victims’ concerns. They acknowledge, though, that the current sentencing framework is also ineffective and in need of reform in order to decrease indigenous incarceration rates.\textsuperscript{56} It must be noted that judges have the ultimate decision over sentencing regardless of what the participants within the circle request, and that victims are supposed to be willing participants.\textsuperscript{57} However, in Crnkovich’s observations of a sentencing circle conducted in the Nunavik Region of Quebec, she noticed that the victim did not want to attend the circle and was unaware of how the process would go.\textsuperscript{58} She also repeatedly stressed that the community seemed unprepared to conduct such a circle. The victim also did not voice her concerns as much or equally to the perpetrator and Crnkovich perceived that the victim was afraid.\textsuperscript{59}

\textsuperscript{56} Belknap and MacDonald, “Judges’ Attitudes about Experiences with Sentencing Circles in Intimate-Partner Abuse Cases,” 373.
There are other criticisms in regards to the practice of sentencing circles. Rashmi Goel suggests that sentencing circles do not recognize the historical trauma inflicted upon indigenous victims and that the idea that current sentencing circles are a traditional method of healing is inaccurate because they are still under the Canadian justice system.\(^{60}\) Angela Cameron identifies several issues involving victim participation in sentencing circles. First, that victim safety should be a primary concern and that in the few cases presented in the study “abusers had violated no contact orders … casting serious doubt on their willingness or ability to refrain from harassing or abusing their estranged partners…”\(^{61}\) Second, Cameron believes victims must be willing participants and their voices must be represented by someone regardless of whether the victim is willing to participate.\(^{62}\) And lastly, communities need to provide adequate resources like counseling to victims as well as perpetrators.\(^{63}\) Cunliffe and Cameron question whether judges’ personal views, through their written publications, influence their decisions to use sentencing circles and in effect disregard what is best for the victim.\(^{64}\) They summarize their concerns as being:

The chief problem with which we are concerned is therefore not so much that we cannot see what was actually performed, embodied, or understood by the women participants but, rather, that judges are claiming to write an authentic and complete account of the circle when, in fact, this account clearly omits these women’s experience.\(^{65}\)

---


\(^{62}\) Cameron, “Sentencing Circles and Intimate Violence,” 503.

\(^{63}\) Cameron, “Sentencing Circles and Intimate Violence,” 508.


There are some cited benefits to sentencing circles. Belknap and McDonald find in their study of 27 Canadian judges that judges’ views and concerns seem similar to those of feminist scholars in regards to restorative justice procedures.\textsuperscript{66} When inquiring about the benefits judges perceived from sentencing circles, they found two responses: community involvement/public awareness and defendant responsibility.\textsuperscript{67} Apparently, judges see value in community members becoming responsible for watching out for abuse, and in offenders admitting to the crime, which seems to help offenders own up to their own behaviors and actions and in turn helps the community and the victims heal.\textsuperscript{68}

\textit{United States}

Tribal jurisdiction within the United States is much more of a give and take, compared to Canada. The federal government gives tribal communities authority over misdemeanor cases involving indigenous victims and offenders. But due to the Major Crimes Act, the federal government takes away tribal authority over major crimes and cases involving non-Indian offenders.\textsuperscript{69} Thus, domestic violence cases usually fall under tribal jurisdiction until they meet the criteria of the Major Crimes Act.

Tribal courts follow the American system. Melton states “modern tribal courts mirror American courts,” and “they are presided over by law-trained judges and often

\textsuperscript{67} Belknap and McDonald, “Judges’ Attitudes about and Experiences with Sentencing Circles in Intimate-Partner Abuse Cases,” 378.
\textsuperscript{68} Belknap and McDonald, “Judges’ Attitudes about and Experiences with Sentencing Circles in Intimate-Partner Abuse Cases,” 378 & 381.
exist in tribal communities that have a constitutional government.” The Blackfeet Tribal Law and Order code also reflects the American court system. Ordinance No. 82, known as the Domestic Law, establishes three tiers of offences. The first two tiers require the guilty to spend between 10 to 180 days in jail with a fine of up to $500. The third tier demands a higher payment of up to $2000 and requires counseling up to 365 days.

There are several issues dealing with tribal jurisdiction over cases regarding non-Indian members. Studies have reported that indigenous victims are often assaulted or violated by non-Indian offenders. Thus, it would seem a critical issue that tribes do not have jurisdiction to try cases when the perpetrator is of non-Indian status. Before the reauthorization of VAWA, the United States held control over criminal cases against women when the defendant was non-Indian. This has changed with VAWA, but only a few tribes have implemented VAWA throughout the United States, Fort Peck being the only tribe in Montana, under a pilot project with the Department of Justice.

Some arguments against tribes having jurisdiction over such cases are that it would be unfair to the non-Indian offender. Nesper writes that the United States court system is unique in its fundamental beliefs of the necessity of a trial’s incorporation of a

jury filled with peers of the accused. This fundamental belief could be problematic in the context of tribal courts, where defendants may be related to jury members or where non-tribal citizens have no representation of themselves in the public.

In sum, the Canadian and American justice systems, although both adversarial, have differing jurisdictional procedures in regards to indigenous communities. The alternative sentencing means implemented by the Canadian system seems in alignment with the restorative approach. As previously stated, there are some problems and benefits regarding the use of sentencing circles, though. One good thing is that indigenous communities now have more of a say in the process than before. However, there are serious concerns that victims may be re-victimized through the process if certain conditions are not met. These conditions include that victims are willing participants and their voices are sufficiently recognized throughout the process. On the other side of the border, tribal communities have much more autonomy over cases. But the tribes have implemented similar procedures as the federal government so there is not much variation between the two. The Blackfeet Reservation legal system seems to use more of the retributive justice approach through punitive prosecution measures. However, the third tier offense, in Ordinance 83, requires counseling for repeat offenders which is more in alignment with the restorative justice approach. A deeper investigation is justified in order to clarify the processes undertaken in these multiple jurisdictions. The following section analyzes interviews conducted with experts on domestic violence cases within the

---

Blackfeet and Blood tribal communities, and categorizes the various procedures taken as restorative and/or retributive measures.

**Findings & Discussion**

Eight interviews were conducted among the tribal communities of the Blackfeet Reservation and the Blood Reserve, four on each side of the border. All four participants on the United States side had prosecuting experience. Half were current prosecutors and the other half were advocates for victims. One had experience as a judge, cop, public defender, and prosecutor. All of these participants were also either an enrolled member of the Blackfeet tribe or a descendant, thus having close ties to the community. On the Canadian side, four interviews were conducted as well. One participant was a police officer on the Blood Reserve, who identified as indigenous, but not of the Blood tribal community. The three other participants were advocates and all members of the Blood Reserve. Of the three advocates one was a tribal elder who participated in healing/talking circles before.\(^7\) The other two participants were victim specialists. One had experience as a former police officer and the other had previous experience with social work. The majority of participants in the study in the United States were women, whereas in Canada the gender breakdown was the opposite.

This study found several themes regarding the process taken by the differing legal systems. These themes include preventing recidivism, victim concerns with sentencing, and community involvement. The two countries used different methods in dealing with victims and perpetrators. However, the findings indicate that the Canadian system utilizes

---

\(^7\) All four interviewees within the Blood community used the terms healing and talking circles rather than sentencing circles.
more restorative justice procedures than the American system does. Even though the United States system focuses more on punitive measures, participants within the Blackfeet tribe acknowledged that rehabilitative services like courses on domestic violence, parenting, and drug and alcohol abuse, served as the best deterents to perpetrator recidivism. Hence, the tribe has established some forms of restorative justice procedures. The Canadian side implements similar punitive measures as the American side does but there are more options to use alternate means of sentencing than the traditional punitive system. Victim services on the Blood Reserve also focused on culturally sensitive approaches in order to heal victims, thus, including another form of restorative justice procedure.

Preventing Recidivism

Consistent with the restorative approach, rehabilitation in the form of drug and alcohol counseling, and parenting, domestic violence abuse and anger management courses were most often named by United States participants as the best deterrent for recidivism. However, one participant identified harsher sentencing by the court system rather than “a slap on the wrist,” as a deterrent, indicating a slight preference for the retributive model. The Blackfeet tribe requires that victims attend counseling services as well. It seems to be used as a method to break the cycle of domestic abuse so that victims will understand the situation that they are in, which might make it easier for them to leave. Many of the participants saw benefits from counseling services, including that perpetrators and victims both recognized the harm that was occurring. Victims can use methods learned from counseling to mitigate situations that could have led to domestic violence.
Prosecutor 2: “When I was a judge I had five or six cases, this is back in 2004-2006, where both the spouses were charged with it at the same time. I ordered both spouses to go through a domestic abuse class. And all those five or six cases every one of them came back to me within six months of completing that and thanked me. Because that domestic abuse course gave them the tools to realize what was happening when it was happening. And they all pretty much said the same thing was that when we get into arguments now and it starts getting into a heavy argument I leave or she leaves. When it’s settled down they - we go back together and we talk and it’s actually helped our lives. And it don’t happen anymore. They claimed at that time. They don’t abuse their spouses anymore because she realizes what she’s doing and he realizes what he’s doing.”

In Canada one participant claimed that the few healing circles that were administered during his tenure did deter the perpetrator for a while longer than the traditional punitive system, but the domestic violence abuse eventually reoccurred and victims began to call the police again. This observation does not necessarily mean that the participant believed that punitive measures are an effective means of deterrence either. Rather his observations were critical of the healing circles’ effectiveness, which is a similar criticism brought up by feminist scholars regarding such measures. Three of the other participants showed some skepticism towards healing circles, but also acknowledged the importance these circles have in healing and reconnecting the perpetrators and victims to the community. They also all suggested that it is up to the perpetrator to change his behavior. If he is willing to participate in such activities it must be for the effort to reconcile with the victim, victim’s family, and the community and not in order for perpetrator to get a “get out of jail free card.” Their views are in alignment with the restorative justice model that participants should be willingly engaged and the main goal of such a procedure should be to include perpetrators’ rapprochement with both victims, victims’ families, and the community.

Victim Concerns with Sentencing
Calls for Leniency

A majority of participants on the United States side said that victims often want more lenient sentences due to the fact that victims frequently return to the perpetrators. There are several reasons that victims may return including because the perpetrator is the main source of income, often babysits children so the victim can go to work, and/or because victims perceive that they are in love with the perpetrator. Victims may have low self-worth and thus feel they deserve what is happening to them. Indeed, all participants suggested that such acts of violence may be considered “normalized” behavior. All participants alluded to the domestic violence wheel/cycle, where victims turn in perpetrators in order to protect themselves and children. Then, they often regret their actions and thus recant previous statements. All participants indicated that when this situation arises they have made hostile witnesses out of victims. In these cases it is usually due to the fact that such victims have been re-victimized countless of times and prosecutors and advocates are concerned with the issue of justice. Also victims with children want to ensure that the children are protected and thus ask that perpetrators are required to attend some form of counseling classes, especially treatment for drug and alcohol. One participant suggested that when children are victimized people often seek harsher sentencing, but adult victims often do not seek such sentencing for themselves. This discrepancy may be due to victims’ low self-esteem. These findings line up with the literature on mandatory arrest policies where victims may request more lenient sentences due to economic and familial concerns.

Prosecutor 1: “I think the biggest reason is that they have no place to go and they may be protecting children and it very well can have been normalized. They really don’t have
self-worth. They don’t think they deserve to be respected more than that and so it’s just part of what they expect. Which is really super sad.”

Advocate 1: “They’ll say I don’t want him around my kids unless he does this. So like behavior health, which would be talk to a psychologist or counselor or anything like that. Parenting classes so he knows what to expect and also most of the time drugs and alcohol are involved so they want him to do a drug and alcohol assessment which would need him to do treatment. So a lot of times they’re like I don’t want nothing to do with him I’ll just go. Or they’ll get him help but I don’t want him around my kids until he gets help because they have seen him go through all those phases when he’s sober, when he’s drunk, when he’s [in the] honey moon stage. It’s the cycle they’ve lived through and don’t want their kids to live through it.”

Advocate 2: “But when it’s against themselves, when they’re the direct victim, like say domestic violence, of course the domestic violence they’re still going through that cycle, we’re really having to work with that victim to get them to testify against this person. Because they’re still stuck in that cycling of wanting to forgive that person and get back together with the person. We’re struggling with them on trying to keep the story to what it was from the beginning. So yeah I mean but when it comes to their children because we work a lot with child sexual abuse I think people really want harsher sentences and you know that’s the main ones I see.”

The majority of participants on the Canadian side also acknowledged that the crime of domestic violence tends to reoccur. One participant suggested that this is resultant of the economic pressures on the reservation. This observation reflects the literature regarding why victims may not prefer mandatory sentencing policies. He described the isolation of victims on the Blood Reserve, where when domestic abuse is committed such victims cannot just go across to their neighbors for help. Many homes on the reserve have multiple families living in them and need to deal with their own problems. This type of situation exacerbates abuse because problems “keep festering and building,” without any escape for the parties involved. Two participants also brought up the strong kinship ties within the reservation. They suggested that these ties fostered respect and strong relationships between community members. This environment would suggest that victims would want more lenient sentences because of the possibility of immense pressure for both the victims and perpetrators to reconcile abuse due to the
strong community ties. Indeed, one participant reiterated the importance of reconciliation between perpetrator and the whole community, especially with the victim and the victim’s family. The use of cultural means like ceremonies were a common approach to victim reconciliation. It seems that these methods are strongly associated with the restorative justice paradigm.

Do Victims Perceive Plea Bargains as Justice Served?

Plea bargains were an issue that arose in the United States. Due to time constraints a similar question regarding whether plea bargains were something that Canadian courts often utilized was not asked. All four participants in the United States, however, suggested that victims often do not want to face the offender. Hence, victims may be happy that plea bargains offer the option of avoiding a confrontation. One participant however, acknowledged that she often tells the victims that they will find facing the offender an empowering experience once they do it. According to the interviews victims seem to be most upset with plea bargains when perpetrators serve time for something other than the domestic violence crime they committed. Prosecutors, however, may take the plea bargains anyway, because the crime perpetrators admit to may have a harsher sentence than the domestic violence assault. However, this does not acknowledge what happened to victims therefore possibly causing more stress.

Advocate 2: “I think again it depends on the crime. Domestic violence victims are so vulnerable and they’re so afraid of the defendant that a lot of times they’re just totally really – and you find that a lot with sexual assault victims – they don’t want to have to face the accuser. But actually when they do it’s really empowering for them and I try to always explain that to them. But still they have this intense fear of having to go in front of him and say it in front of him. So I don’t really think they’re that upset when there is a plea agreement. But if the plea agreement doesn’t say – I have had cases where the plea may have plead to something else that the defendant did at the time. Maybe some other
offense like weapons, drugs but it doesn’t say they’re convicted of the specific crime against the victim. Victims get really upset about that.”

Are sentencing circles a viable alternative to traditional Canadian courts?

All of the Canadian participants indicated that sentencing circles were not usually administered on the Blood Reserve to deal with cases of domestic violence. Only one participant could recall the use of such measures and he indicated it being merely three times. The Peacemaker’s Program was brought up by two participants who suggested that when perpetrators have been charged they have the opportunity to utilize the program in order to resolve the situation with alternative measures. Only first time offenders are admitted and offenders committing major crimes including serious bodily harm and aggravated assault are omitted from participation. Perpetrators are reportedly required to participate in domestic violence and alcohol and drug treatment courses. Elders also sit on the program committee as counselors to help with rehabilitation. One of the participants in the study suggested that perpetrators involved in the program need to be genuinely sorry for it to work. The Peacemaker’s Program is a clear effort to implement restorative justice procedures on reserves by the Canadian government.

Community Involvement in Legal Procedures

In the United States, three of the participants noted that cases are often treated as offender against the victim. These three participants also acknowledged that cases should not be treated in such a matter, rather they should be treated as cases of the people versus the defendant. These statements suggest that community involvement is important to
ensure that victims’ voices are acknowledged, so that victims will not feel re-traumatized by their experiences. Community involvement on the United States side is often a mix between the restorative and retributive justice literature. The Blackfeet community is believed by the participants to be affected by such crimes just as much as victims. Thus, echoing the restorative justice approach. On the other hand, community is also going against the perpetrator through punitive means rather than to establish reconciliation.

Advocate 2: “I really think they need to be more – like treat a victim how you would a homicide victim. They can’t tell you anything. You’re not going to rely on them to tell their homicide case so why can’t domestic be like that anyway because we know this victim is in a special circumstance where she probably won’t be able to say. So we need to prove it without her voice but that’s not what happens usually because it’s a lack of training and understanding about domestic. And it’s something that I think is improving but it’s something that can really be improved more. Like how we treat – not putting the whole burden on the victim to be the one to cooperate and all that kind of stuff. It should be the officers in that system to help protect her. And it should be looked at as a crime – it’s the Blackfeet tribe versus this person.”

In Canada, all four of the participants acknowledged the importance of community involvement. One participant reiterated that community education on the subject of domestic violence is essential to deterrence as well as making sure the victim is not re-victimized. The three other participants repeatedly stated the benefits of involving the victim in cultural ceremonies and having community members involved in the process. One participant spoke on how when he helps victims he speaks his native language to them fostering compassion towards the victim, because the victim is being addressed in her own language it heals her within. Speaking the language essentially breaks down the barrier between the advocate and the victim. This participant also described how this particular department tries to provide victims with culturally relevant services that promote healing practices. He used as examples several cases of sexual assault where victims were asked to participate in a red face painting ceremony that was
administered by tribal elders. These elders then talked to the victims and acknowledged their traumatic experiences. The advocate stated that out of the seven participants only one of the victims became unreachable. The victim had moved to Lethbridge then suffered from a nervous breakdown. The advocate seemed distressed by this outcome and wished that he could have been able to help the victim.

*Do Victims Want Tribes to Handle Their Cases?*

All of the U.S. participants claim that victims often want the federal government to handle their cases because of the harsher sentencing and the fact that it provides more resources. Three participants suggested, however, that victims should want tribal government to handle their cases because of the more lenient sentencing for perpetrators and the history of federal encroachment on tribal jurisdiction. All participants claimed that the tribal courts are also not fully equipped to handle cases due to various issues like case overload and not enough resources to rehabilitate perpetrators.

Prosecutor 1: “I thought that they would really want to hold on to this and be like it’s our land it’s our people we want to do more. The truth is they don’t have the resources the Feds do. So they are often begging me please take this case, please make it federal? Because that is the only way sometimes that people have like what I like to call the come to Jesus moment where they’re like okay I get it I have to stop being an asshole.”

Only one participant on the Canadian side seemed concerned with Canadian jurisdiction over court cases. This participant however focused more on the trauma that the Canadian government inflicted on tribal communities rather than the benefits that tribal jurisdiction may hold for victims. However, he acknowledged that the Canadian system does not have the same traditional values held by the Blood people, suggesting that values are important in this context. Two other participants reiterated the importance of community members being involved with the victims’ healing process but did not
suggest that tribal authority over court cases is the best means of achieving this. These participants rather noted the importance of having community members a part of the initial investigation and afterwards. Cultural support to the victim was seen as a necessary component for the victim and victim’s family to reconcile with the crime. These observations are comparable to the restorative justice literature where community participation is encouraged.

Advocate 1: “Government has been in control for too long and dominant over everything. Their values are different from ours. They imposed boarding schools on to us destroying people’s lives and that can’t be replaced.”

Non-Indian Crime Committed Against Indigenous Victims a Rarity

Non-Indian crime committed against indigenous victims is not as big of a problem on the Blackfeet Reservation, as the national statistics regarding abuse of indigenous victims in Canada and the United States suggests. Due to time constraints this study was unable to interview Canadian participants on this subject. The Blood Reserve may experience a different scenario due to the fact that they are fairly close to bigger cities and towns like Lethbridge. But this is only speculation and further inquiry is needed to see if this holds true. However, it is still interesting to note that the general statistics do not hold up in the case of the Blackfeet reservation. Prosecutor 1 suggested that this may be the case because tribes in Montana are more homogenous and tribes that are typically quoted in statistics are often not. Prosecutor 2 perceived this to be the case because the Blackfeet Reservation does not have any white town or city within its borders whereas Fort Peck does. Therefore it would make sense that the Fort Peck tribe would want to adopt VAWA, so that the tribe would also be able to prosecute non-tribal offenders.
It also seems that jurisdictional issues often arise in the United States when there is uncertainty about whether the victim or defendant is indigenous or not. The Federal Government has jurisdiction if the defendant is non-Indian and the victim is indigenous. Both the Federal Government and the tribe have jurisdiction if both are indigenous. If the victim or the defendant is a descendant of a tribe then it has to be proven that he or she is considered indigenous.

Prosecutor 2 on proving indigenous status: “you live on the reservation, you use the hospital – you’re a descendant. You live on the reservation, you used the hospital, you put yourself out there as Indian and people look at you as an Indian then for all purposes of jurisdiction for the federal court you are an Indian.”

**Conclusion**

This study finds that both the Blackfeet tribal justice procedures and the Blood Reserve utilized restorative and retributive justice measures. However, the Blood Reserve does have more procedures set up regarding the restorative model. This may be due to the fact that they do not have as much authority as the Blackfeet reservation. Thus, the Blood Reserve may be making up for lost authority, through cultural and community involvement. The study also finds that tribal communities in the United States, or at least in the Blackfeet Reservation, greatly mirror the prosecutorial process of the federal government. Indeed, as stated by Prosecutor 2, “we are under the Western system [of governance].” Experts within the United States shared similar perceptions on prosecutorial procedures, no matter if they were advocates or prosecutors for the Blackfeet tribe or the federal government. These procedures were a mix between retributive and restorative approaches.

On the Canadian side of the border, the participants identified cultural and community involvement as the best deterrents and methods to help the victims heal. Only
one participant acknowledged the jurisdictional aspect as a problem. The procedural approaches of the Blood Reserve appear closer to the restorative justice paradigm. One of the participants claimed that healing circles were utilized only three times from his recollection since arriving in the community. Two participants, however, also brought up that the Peacemaker’s Program on the Blood Reserve, implemented by the Canadian government, which uses similar methods to healing circles when working with victims and perpetrators. Moreover, the mention of cultural practices such as red face painting, reflect a comparatively greater role for communal values.

This study does not suggest that one form of justice is better than another for victims. I initially sought out to find what types of procedures, whether they be restorative or retributive, are utilized within the different tribal jurisdictions. Specifically, whether tribes do something differently when they lack authority over cases occurring on their lands compared to tribes with more authority. In this case, at least, the Blood Reserve, which lacks jurisdictional authority compared to the Blackfeet Reservation, turns to more restorative means to help victims. These means include alternative sentencing, rehabilitation, reconciliation and traditional cultural practices. Further research is necessary to see if this finding is specific to this case or more generalizable across all Canadian tribal communities that lack jurisdiction compared to their American counterparts. It must be noted that this finding may also be due to sampling variation among the cross-border participants; U.S. side was primarily prosecutors or former prosecutors, whereas the majority of Canadian participants were advocates. Research conducted by Gromet and Anderson and Otto found that victims often perceive justice best served depending on their own belief structures. Indeed, participants in this study
may also follow such a pattern, where the judicial procedures that they are most familiar with dictate what they perceive to be the best procedures to utilize in their work with victims.

It seems also from the conducted interviews that victims may have varying opinions on how they want their cases to be handled. This again echoes the studies of Gromet and Anderson and Otto on victim perceptions. The findings of my study confirm the literature that victims with financial concerns may often support leniency. Johnson’s findings on victims’ desires to not expand state control over minorities is also applicable to this study. Further research directly asking victims what services they would prefer, from culturally sensitive procedures like red face painting and the use of tribal language to more punitive measures, is needed. Other research should focus on whether victims find plea bargains a just sentence, especially in scenarios where perpetrators plea to crimes unrelated to domestic violence.
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APPENDIX 1. METHODOLOGY

Participant Recruitment and Interview Structure

This study utilized interviews with tribal and state experts involving domestic violence litigation and services to victims within the tribal communities of the Blackfeet Reservation and Bloods Reserve. The tribal communities within this study are fairly small and contact was made with departments that offered various services to victims. Tribal and district attorneys, tribal police, and domestic violence advocates who worked on cases within each community were the participants of this study. Participants were identified through the investigation of online tribal and state directories. Participants were also asked whether they could provide names of further potential participants. Contact was established either through email or phone call provided what information was made publicly available on directory sites. The study included overall eight participants with four being from each side of the border. On the United States side two were advocates and two were prosecutors. However, all had prosecuting experience. On the Canadian side, one participant was a police officer and the other three participants were advocates.

This study focuses on the process that each jurisdiction utilizes in their work with victims. Therefore, it is essential to interview the experts that administer and make decisions about the process. Attorneys, advocates and police are the best indicator other than the victims themselves on victims’ perceptions. Each of the research subjects bring their own expertise on domestic violence litigation. Attorneys and advocates play a significant role in victims’ domestic abuse cases whether as legal representatives or confidants. Police produce perspective on cases that do not go to trial and how that consequence affects victims.
Also, given the sensitive nature of the crime and my own status as an undergraduate researcher it is more appropriate that I interview experts rather than the victims themselves. With my limited experience in research I am not fully equipped to conduct interviews with such a vulnerable population as victims. Thus, it was unclear exactly how to be suitably sensitive in studying this issue without the possibility of breaching cultural taboos or offending victims. Interviewing experts somewhat alleviated my concerns of re-victimizing the victims. Also due to that concern, this study focused on not exposing more specific information of cases and rather opted to include the experts more general perceptions of the process.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with attorneys, police, and advocates. A core set of questions were administered to the research subjects in a varied order focusing on the issues of: victim voice and perception, procedure of case and investigation, and perpetrator recidivism.79 80 Follow up questions were also administered if needed to clarify previous statements or gain new insights to something that participant had said that was not a part of the questionnaire. All interviews were conducted face to face. Interviews were conducted after a signed consent form or verbal consent had been received and recorded. The primary data retrieved from the interviews was recorded and


transcribed into text, which was then analyzed for important themes and revealing quotations. Although the interviews in the United States were primarily conducted with the questionnaire, only one Canadian utilized the questionnaire during the interview due to personal time constraints among the other three participants. These participants provided general comments on the work they do with victims and the participants’ perceptions of domestic violence litigation procedures within the Canadian justice system.

The cases of most interest for this research fall under the time period of 2010 to the present. The year 2010 is three years before the United States’ Reauthorization of the Violence against Women Act (VAWA), which put forth new laws allowing tribal authority to expand their capacity to review and rule on cases involving accused non-tribal members. Even though, the Blackfeet Reservation has not adopted the VAWA laws and Canada has not established their own VAWA, it is still important for the broader picture of understanding how jurisdiction and process affects case outcomes due to the historic expansion of tribal jurisprudence.
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APPENDIX 2. INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED TO RESEARCH SUBJECTS

Attorney Questionnaire

1. Can you estimate how many cases of domestic violence you have been involved in and what were your primary roles in these cases?

2. In your professional opinion, do victims prefer a system of justice that involves more of the retributive or restorative approach? Why do you believe this to be true?

3. (If Prosecuting Attorney) To what extent did the defense counsel ask the victim improper questions that may have caused stress in victim?

4. (If Public Defender) To what extent do you feel hindered in any way when cross examining victims or presenting your case? Please explain.

5. In what circumstances do victims ask for harsher or more lenient sentences?

6. Do victims usually want their voice heard in court? Under what circumstances do you perceive that victims want their voices heard?

7. Between just punishment and reconciliation, from your expertise what do you perceive to be the best deterrent of perpetrators committing domestic violence again?

8. What system would you identify as the most efficient for giving due process to perpetrators? Follow up question: Under this system, do victims seem to be satisfied with the outcome of their cases or not? Please explain.

9. (In the US) What are the broader implications of the Reauthorization of VAWA 2013 and the expansion of tribal jurisdiction over cases involving accused non-tribal members? Has this expansion had any impact on victims’ perceived satisfaction with legal systems? If so, can you please explain these implications?
10. (In the US) Do you know of cases where there was uncertainty over whether the federal or tribal authorities would have jurisdiction? Can you please elaborate?

11. (In Canada) What advantages and disadvantages do you see of the Crown prosecutors having jurisdiction over crimes involving domestic abuse? Do you think there would be advantages to the tribe having jurisdiction? Would it be feasible for both kinds of government to have jurisdiction in such cases?

12. (In Canada) Are sentencing circles an available option for victims and perpetrators to use in regards to domestic abuse cases that occur on the Bloods Reserve? If so, how are they administered by the Canadian and or tribal government? Do victims seem to prefer this system or the traditional Canadian court system and why do you believe this to be true?

13. What reasons do you see in terms of procedural, lack of evidence, or something else, that leads to acquittal of cases?

14. In your professional opinion, why do some cases go to trial and others do not?

Advocate Questionnaire

1. How long have you worked as an advocate and can you please explain the various roles you have played? Can you estimate how many cases of domestic violence you have been a part of?

2. In your professional opinion, is it more important to victims that they are avenged for the wrong doing committed against them by perpetrators through the serving of time or that perpetrators receive adequate rehabilitation services?

3. From your perception, do victims seek out forgiveness for perpetrators willingly or do they feel social or familial pressure to do so? In what circumstances do victims seem to ask for harsher or more lenient sentences? Please explain why you believe this to be true.

4. (In the US) Do you know of cases where there was uncertainty over whether the federal or tribal authorities would have jurisdiction? If so, what kind of effects did that have?
5. (In Canada) What advantages and disadvantages do you see of the Crown prosecutors having jurisdiction over many crimes involving domestic abuse? Do you think there would be advantages to the tribe having jurisdiction? Would it be feasible for both kinds of government to have jurisdiction in such cases?

6. What reasons would you identify that lead a case to acquittal?

7. Do victims usually want their voice heard in court? Under what circumstances do you perceive that victims want their voices heard?

8. In your professional opinion, why do some cases go to trial and others do not?

9. In your experience, what emotions do victims display toward their offender? Does it change in the course of the process? How?

10. Under what circumstances would you identify where offenders recommit domestic violence crime?

Police Questionnaire

1. How long have you served as a police officer and can you estimate how many cases of domestic violence that you have been involved in?

2. Can you please describe how you generally conduct domestic violence investigations?

3. To what extent were victims’ views considered during the investigative process? When do you usually ask for the victims’ input?

4. To what extent do you keep victims informed throughout the case? Do you ever explain the general process to victims, especially what will happen after arrest? (If yes) Can you please describe how you explain this to victims? (If no) What are your reasons for not explaining the process to victims?

5. Have you offered victims other contacts of support? Who or what do you offer to victims?

6. How often do you receive recurring calls from victims?
7. How often do you arrest the perpetrators? Under what conditions do you arrest versus when you do not arrest?

8. How often are these cases acts of single violence versus recurring? And from your professional opinion, under what circumstances do perpetrators commit domestic violence again?

9. Are other family members or friends often present during domestic violence situations? What roles do these people play and how do you work with them while conducting your investigations?

10. (In the US) Do you know of cases where there was uncertainty over whether the federal or tribal authorities would have jurisdiction? How did this have an effect on those cases?

11. In your professional opinion, why do some cases go to trial and others do not?

12. Between just punishment and reconciliation, from your expertise what do you perceive to be the best deterrent of perpetrators committing domestic violence again?